Writing Assignment #2

This assignment requires you to evaluate the effectiveness of the e-Tutoring tool available as a student in this course. In order to qualify for this writing assignment, you must use e-Tutoring at least three (3) times during the semester. To that end, I am giving you this assignment well before it is due so that you may comply with the use requirement. Please see below for the limited schedule for the balance of the semester for Accounting e-Tutoring.

In addition to grading your assignment I am going to copy and paste your responses in an aggregate anonymous source document that I will forward to other interested parties. For that purpose, you must send a WORD file to me as well as hand in your hard copy by the due date. Please carefully follow this format:

- Use Times New Roman 12 point font
- Single space your response
- Number each response to match with the required questions

Here are the areas that you need to address:

1. How easy (or difficult) was it to access the system once you learned the proper protocol? Were the instructions clear? What recommendations would you make to ease the access process?

2. How did you find the dynamics with the tutor? Were all your issues addressed? Were the response times reasonable?

3. How effective was the quality of the tutoring? How could the tutoring have been better?

4. Do you think eTutoring helped you succeed in the class? Would you recommend e-Tutoring to other students?

5. If there is anything else you would like to add to your response, please add it under #5.